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Credits for Author Photographs
Margaret Bellafiore (by John Winters); Robert Burns (by Andrew Holman); Daniel Chase (by Lisa Chase); Fang Deng (by Frank Gorga); Diana Fox (by Jessica Dussi); Andrew Holman (by Frank Gorga); Teresa King (by Karen Callan); Keith Lewinstein (by Sylvia Lewinstein); Xiangrong Liu (by Chuanhui [Charles] Xiong); Christy Lyons Graham (by John Winters); Brian Payne (by Shandra Payne); Ronald F. Reynolds (by Roberta Reynolds); Polina Sabinin (by Jim Wakefield, JCPenney Portraits, Nashua, NH); and Sarah Thomas (by Nigel Hitchings).
Boston Wharf Memory (Photograph by Margaret Bellafiore)